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YOUR BUSINESS MUST TRANSFORM
TWICE TO SURVIVE

dustry, geography or size, companies will need
to strike that balance between two very different worlds. Large, well-known companies — like
Michelin, Volkswagen, AB InBev, Nestlé, Novar-

22

We start with a bit of bad news (which you al-

tis and BNP Paribas — are just as much affected

ready know) and some good news. The bad news,

as smaller, hidden champions — such as Ohio-

of course, is your legacy business is like a dino-

based manufacturer of precision instruments

saur, and threatened with the same fate—extinc-

Mettler-Toledo, Swiss-based diversified tech con-

tion. New start-ups, powerful tech companies,

glomerate Bühler, or Indonesian bank BTPN. We

and other game changers are threatening the

interviewed all of these — and many more — only

existence of almost every incumbent. The good

to find that there is no safe haven for any particu-

news is that firms (unlike literal dinosaurs) can

lar kind of organization. Our apologies.

prepare for drastic changes. The Digital Trans-

Why is that, though? In essence, it’s wrong to

former’s Dilemma is designed to help organiza-

distinguish based on size or geography when it

tions prepare to meet the threat and succeed, by

comes to digital transformation. Though some

guiding them along the path of transformation.

differentiation based on industry is possible due

The take-home message is, you actually have

to differing sector maturity and the resulting

to transform twice: legacy firms need to trans-

differences in urgency to transform, the most

form their core, legacy-driven business, while in

relevant distinguishing factor is the age of the

parallel setting up new, disruptive (digital) busi-

organization in question, making this a “start-up

nesses. That is, all firms. Irrespective of their in-

versus legacy firm” competition. Start-ups can

www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.com
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launch disruptive innovations more easily than

or based on the use of artificial intelligence,

legacy firms because they are not bogged down

platform-based businesses, product-as-a-service,

by past (infra-) structural or mindset baggage.

digitized customer journeys and many more of

Legacy firms, on the other hand, cannot act as

those all-too-well-known buzzwords. We go be-

quickly because the organizational realities they

yond the buzzword hype, though, to illustrate

face are more complex and harder to overcome.

how organizations can not only understand but

For them to continue to be successful in the old

master the challenge of creating a radically new

world while at the same time succeeding in a

business which will rely on fundamentally dif-

new world is a challenge no holistic consultant

ferent success factors than the core business.

model captures — so far. We try to tackle the
problem in this book.

33

Avid management literature readers will
know that some books and concepts have ad-

The good news is, the digital world order that

dressed the necessity for disruptive innovations

organizations need to brave is not as dystopian

already. Think Blue Ocean Strategy, which talks

as one might think. On the contrary — it bears

about how companies can create new demand in

great potential that firms can tap into when they

previously untapped market spaces rather than

open their minds to disruptive innovations, in-

fight over a shrinking profit pool with fierce com-

cluding business model innovation paired with

petitors. Or think Three Horizons, which depicts

www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.com
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innovation as occurring on three time horizons,

implementation of such a transformation, and

with these time horizons gradually shortening,

to how the tension inherent in the co-existence

thus disadvantaging bureaucratic incumbents

of these two businesses can best be managed.

and advantaging nimble attackers well posi-

This is where we come in — the book at hand

tioned to act swiftly. Yet one thing is missing: a

guides digital transformation practitioners from

concrete guide to the differing success factors in

all sorts of organizations and across all career

the core business versus those in the new dis-

levels along the implementation of a holistic,

ruptive business, particularly as relates to the

two-tier digital transformation.

SOFTWARE IS EATING THE
WORLD - AND COMPANIES STILL
DON’T KNOW HOW TO ADAPT

zation. It’s understandable then that individuals
and sometimes entire occupational groups fear
digitization.
We find that surprisingly few established
firms have a clear view on how to best navigate

44

Digitization is complicated and exciting and per-

the change brought about by digitization. All of

ilous. The possibility of autonomous cars has led

them will, however, need to rethink their busi-

automotive players to make huge investments

ness if they want to ensure sustainable success.

in radically rethinking mobility — like Daimler

The bad news: sprinkling a bit of “digital glit-

and BMW, which have formed a joint venture

ter” over incumbents’ core businesses does not

covering new-generation services. Now you can

suffice. Instead a fundamental overhaul of the

schedule a doctor’s appointment via your phone

business is necessary — a digital transformation.

while riding the subway to work. And don’t we

From a fundamental economic and business

all value being able to search property listings

perspective, the beauty and power of digitiza-

online instead of having to drive to dozens of

tion comes from the fact that any digital repre-

properties? On the more negative, perilous side

sentation can be perfectly replicated and trans-

of digitization, besides the much covered col-

mitted at almost no marginal cost to a practically

lapse of Nokia and Kodak, you may remember

infinite number of globally dispersed customers.

Nike halving the size of its digital unit, Lego

This implies that a real digital transformation

defunding its Digital Designer virtual building

is not simply the deployment of information

program and P&G not being able to achieve its

technology to aid traditional business models.

ambition of becoming “the most digital compa-

Instead, it fundamentally re-architects the way

ny on the planet”. And, if nothing else, you have

business is done and gives rise to new success

surely wondered how jobs, including your own,

factors. The changes are so radical that a digital

will be affected by digitization — especially giv-

transformation is more akin in impact on econo-

en that 60% of occupations have at least 30% of

my and society to the Industrial Revolution than

constituent work activities that could be “auto-

to your run-of-the-mill cost cutting transforma-

mated away” and because significant skill shifts

tion, which have become commonplace in many

are expected as a result of automation and digiti-

for firms and employees alike.
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Historically, digitization has had an import-

tured around the ubiquity of data and informa-

ant, yet somewhat restrained impact on firms be-

tion flows, would have profoundly different pro-

cause it was introduced almost as a kind of “win-

cesses and constraints (this is a fundamentally

dow dressing” on top of existing organizational

new (digital) business). While the former — the

systems, still reflecting typical processes. Most

digitization of the core business — is vital for any

organizations did not drastically rethink their

digital transformation, the future of the business

business model. By contrast, a business whose

lies in the latter — disruptive new products and

operations are founded on digital assets, struc-

services.

THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMER’S
DILEMMA: ENERGIZING THE CORE
BUSINESS WHILE BUILDING
DISRUPTIVE NEW PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

ability in their legacy-based, core business activities (which we call the 1st S-curve) while reaping
the full potential in a radically new, disruptive
(digital) business (which we refer to as the 2nd
S-curve)? In other words, how can the pursuit of
the digitized 1st S-curve and the development of
the innovative, digital 2nd S-curve best be recon-

Being the attentive reader that you are, you may

ciled in one organization, ensuring adequate links

wonder: none of this explains anything about a

between the two? Put even more simply, how can

digital transformer’s dilemma. Correct, the di-

firms digitize their core while reinventing their

lemma only arises once companies have under-

future (not just at the senior strategy-setting level

stood there is a necessity to act across two busi-

but on the operational level as well)? That is the

nesses. Once they have embarked on their digital

essence of the digital transformer’s dilemma.

transformation journey, the dilemma they are all

The reality is that companies often struggle

bound to face is: how can they maintain profit-

with striking that balance between 1st and 2nd

www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.com
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S-curve efforts, often leading to animosities be-

through a well-orchestrated interplay between

tween the two. Think about it: the 1 S-curve will

the two can the maximum digital transformation

continue to generate the majority of the top line

potential be realized.

st

revenue for the time being and now also has to

If The Digital Transformer’s Dilemma sounds

cover for the 2 S-curve which is bound to break

familiar to you, you may have heard of Clayton

even only later in the process. (It’s a kind of sis-

Christensen’s work. In his 1997 bestseller, The

terly rivalry, with a tendency of the 1 S-curve to

Innovator’s Dilemma, he argued that success-

be portrayed as the ugly stepchild.) Still, howev-

ful companies can do everything right and still

er, the 2 S-curve will often be marketed to both

lose their market leadership position in the face

the outside world and internally as a showpiece

of newly emerging competitors that pioneer dis-

and token for visionary innovation. No won-

ruptive technologies. Although his book dates

der the 1 S-curve might feel undervalued and

from the 1990s, we believe a lot of the premises

unjustly treated; similarly, no wonder that the

from The Innovator’s Dilemma are experiencing

2

S-curve might feel superior (many siblings

a resurgence in importance today, including (and

would probably be able to attest to that.). Man-

especially) in the digital transformation context.

aging the tensions between the two siblings…

Decades of widely accepted principles of good

umm… S-curves is indispensable for the success

management have become only situationally

of the digital transformation as a whole. The

appropriate if not obsolete. Meanwhile a new

key to achieving that is for management and

set of rules and practices needs to be established

staff to internalize that the success factors on

to guide innovative (as Christensen argues) or

both S-curves differ significantly and that only

transformational (as we argue) efforts.

nd

st

nd

st

nd

Source: Adapted from Gabriel Tarde. The
Laws of Imitation. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1903.
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WHAT OTHER DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION BOOKS
DON’T TELL YOU

interaction between the two S-curves while mak-

Many publications center around the “why” of

profitability in the core and at the same time es-

digital transformation, convincing C-level ex-

tablishing the new, disruptive (digital) business.

ecutives of the role a digital overhaul plays for

This holistic look at the two S-curves instead of

the continued success of a company and evan-

just zeroing in on 2nd S-curve champions is a de-

gelizing there is a need to act to begin with. The

parture from what others have written. It would

“why” certainly is important because, arguably,

be grossly negligent to disregard growth oppor-

knowledge is the first step to improvement. But

tunities in the core business that can be taken

we aspire something more. To date there has

advantage of when digitization is introduced. In

been very limited guidance on the “how” of run-

many industries and business lines, it is imagin-

ning a digital transformation. This book is the

able that the 2nd S-curve eventually becomes the

first practitioner-oriented roadmap on how to

1st S-curve and the original 1st S-curve ceases to

execute a digital transformation in real life. We

be a considerable top line revenue contributor.

present a set of actionable steps, highlighting

But these are natural, longer-term developments.

how to avoid common pitfalls, address and over-

Even when that happens, though, a new 2nd

come barriers along the way.

S-curve will be waiting around the corner. Strik-

ing their traditional business activities on the 1st
S-curve while reaping the full digital potential on
the 2nd S-curve. We explore how to best tackle the
ing sure to strike a balance between maintaining

We want to entertain you, inspire you and,

ing a balance between two very different worlds

most importantly, set you up for success when

will remain a central topic for organizations even

running your digital transformation with the

in the future.

tools you need to launch a digital transformation

To set you up for success, we also provide

yourself. We introduce you to all facets of the di-

you a load of practical tips and all the tools you

lemma, tell you how to manage the tension be-

need to succeed in real life. We also give you in-

tween the 1 and 2

S-curve, and outline action

teractive tools for guiding the strategizing and

plans for how to best address these challenges.

implementation of your own digital transforma-

To do that, we use an innovative format, show-

tion alongside a set of actionable steps. On our

ing a host of brand new, in-depth case studies

website (www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.

based on over 100 interviews with executives

com), you will find an even bigger repository of

from a broad set of industries and geographies.

materials to make use of.

st

nd

While the Alibabas and Amazons of the world
may be prime examples for navigating the digital
world, they never had to deal with the requirements of transforming a legacy business. Instead,
we focus on those companies with a long legacy to
showcase how they can transition into the digital
age while keeping their core intact — maintain-
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WHY AND HOW WE WROTE
THIS BOOK

contributors). We incorporated their feedback,
making frequent iterations before establishing
a prototype of the book as early on as possible
(following the motto “fail fast, fail cheap”).

We hold ourselves to the same standards that we

Eventually we needed some meat to the

suggest companies follow, in keeping with the

bone. A vision and an MVP are good and all, but

motto: You want to talk about transformation?

you can’t make something out of nothing. So we

You have to live transformation!

assembled 100+ different corporate case studies

First, we saw the need to fill a gap: despite

based on interviews with leading executives and

much literature on the “why”, there’s a lack of

operational managers leading digital transfor-

“how”-oriented digital transformation guides.

mation initiatives in companies that managed

We devised an initial experimentation phase: in-

to Uber themselves before they got Kodak’ed.6

spired by some of the textbook ways of working

This informed our digital transformation how-

utilized in digital transformation, we first estab-

to framework. We kept iterating this framework

lished a minimum viable product (MVP) of the

with various test audiences and made sure to in-

book. We used that to test our vision with leading

corporate their input.

digital transformation minds (C-level executives,

Finally came the finishing touches, which, in

company owners, thought leaders and scholars)

author lingo, means writing up the whole thing.

and digital transformation practitioners (proj-

Well, as you can see, we did that, too.

ect managers, business unit heads, individual

But then something happened.

PANDEMIC MEETS DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

with it a transformational impact on the nature
of work, the structure of firms and the economic realities of people, businesses, and countries,
many questions emerged, some of whom relat-

88

Life — regular and business — around the globe

ed to digital transformation: What does Corona-

changed abruptly and unexpectedly in spring

virus mean for digital transformation and how

2020 with the outbreak of a novel Coronavi-

can the two be reconciled? Specifically, what are

rus, introducing new norms related to social

repercussions of the virus for the 1st S-curve, the

distancing, reduced mobility, remote work,

2nd S-curve, and their interplay? Who ends up a

home-schooling, the (near-)shut-down of entire

winner, and who ends up losing in this nexus of

industries (and the sudden surge of others), ex-

transformations?

pansive lay-offs, and haphazard stock markets.

We have no crystal ball to answer these ques-

Companies found themselves in the field of fire,

tions and predict long-term effects of COVID-19

torn between the demands of radically new re-

on digital transformation with certainty. This

alities imposed by the virus and the deep-rooted

includes whether post-pandemic effects will

necessity (and oftentimes, long-prepared ambi-

reshape life fundamentally in the long run and

tion) to digitally transform. As COVID-19 brought

alter the rules of the game completely, or wheth-
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er it is only select parameters that will change

ered economy, particularly when they don’t rely

and we’ll largely be able to go back to business

on human involvement to complete transac-

as usual. In the absence of such certainty, we

tions. Think, for instance, of ZOOM, which has

would caution everyone to take our views with

managed to grab a large share of the delicious

a grain of salt, as they reflect our latest think-

and oh-so-topical virtual conferencing pie, with

ing as of April 2020 based on the information

shares surging 63% in 3 months.

available at the time and our own opinions. But

Foot traffic, unfortunately, is equal to a Co-

one thing is undisputed: Coronavirus and digi-

rona-infested death bed: when there’s no feet,

tal transformation are intimately linked. Here’s

there’s no business. Companies that have ada-

what this means.

mantly focused on their 1st S-curve operations
only hence are at a disadvantage. They will find

One, the pandemic is like a benchmark to past digital transformation efforts and bears learnings on
how well companies have digitally transformed. The

tional firms relying on in-person interaction to

COVID-19 pandemic is not unlike a stress test to

if they manage to entertain or quickly set up a

firm’s digital transformation to date, able to un-

digital channel, they may be able to dampen neg-

veil any flaws inherent in (digital) business mod-

ative effects.

render services are thus hit the hardest, though

els quicker than they would have otherwise sur-

One such example is Domino’s, where deliv-

faced. Those firms whose digital transformation

ery makes up 55% of total orders. Domino’s is

across both S-curves was well underway before

thus well positioned to thrive during Corona, as

the COVID-19 outbreak are at an advantage in

proven by its call to hire 10,000 workers due to

times of Coronavirus, as are firms that managed

increased demand9, while millions of US work-

to swiftly rally digitization efforts at the onset

ers file for unemployment10. It is one of the only

of the crisis to rapidly bring about digital value

big chains that refuses to work with outside

propositions. Organizations that missed their

deliver y apps such as DoorDash or Grubhub,

ticket onto MS Digital Transformation (before

which promise to boost restaurant sales but take

and at the beginning of the crisis) are poised to

a cut of that money. Having its own delivery

be left behind. This means that companies whose

app, drivers, and pick-up infrastructure — and

value-add is generated and rendered through

thus full control over value chain and custom-

digital means (or that have managed to morph

er service — is a winning strategy for Domino’s

into this profile quickly) will, on average, weath-

in times of social distancing. A focus on the Co-

er the Corona storm better than those whose

rona-minded customer who cares about con-

value generation lies purely offline. Though in a

tactless delivery11 paired with increased profits

global recession, which economists agree we are

thanks to cutting out middlemen proves a viable

headed into, none are real but only relative win-

strategy to accelerate digital (2nd S-curve) as op-

ners. The question is not so much who ends up a

posed to dining-in (1st S-curve) business.

winner but rather who will lose the least.

99

themselves cash-strapped after the crisis. Tradi-

Even among those entities that are sys-

Naturally, digital pure players are well po-

tem-critical, the digitally transformed ones will

sitioned to reap the benefits of a virtually pow-

do best. One example is governments, which are

www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.com

center stage amidst the crisis, alongside select

with low fixed costs. Consider ride-hailing ser-

essential firms. China, South Korea, and Singa-

vices. When people are staying home, they don’t

pore are praised as the flagship nations to bring

exactly need rides — a painful truth Uber, Lyft,

the spread of the virus under control, harness-

and other ride-hailing companies know all too

ing surveillance-camera footage, smartphone

well. Uber, however, is in the position of being

location data, and credit card purchase records

able to hedge some bets more favorable to a Co-

to help trace the recent movements of corona-

rona-ridden economy. Think Uber Eats for food

virus patients and establish virus transmission

delivery, Uber Health for scheduling health-

chains . These countries have long been able

care-related rides, or Uber Freight for shipping.

to monitor and analyze such data, and may be

Industry-wise, the Corona crisis is summon-

expanding such tools, practices, and know-how

ing a bifurcation of economic sectors, where

into Western jurisdictions, though with adap-

some are at a disadvantage because demand is

tations to ease privacy concerns . Known as a

eradicated, and others are at an advantage be-

digital frontrunner, Singapore has remarkable

cause demand is relatively unaffected or even

transparency over individual citizens’ details,

boosted. Among the losers is the travel and hos-

including not only their own whereabouts and

pitality industry, with cruise ships and airlines

movements but relationships to other patients.

taking the hardest hit. But even the digitally

The widely hailed digital transformation of the

transformed players in that sector, that even

Singaporean government14 serves their people

enjoy low fixed costs (such as Airbnb, which

well, now more so than ever.

doesn’t pay rent for its property listings) are hit

12

13

hard because when travel is discouraged or alto-

10
10

Two, while digitally transformed companies will, on
average, weather the Corona storm better, some of
the digital transformers will win more than others.

Among the winners are, for instance, grocery

Among the digitally transformed organizations,

ucts (such as clothing) have declined sharply

some will take away big chunks of the overall

and been substituted for lower margin shopping

smaller pie that’s being generated now, owing to

(think, toilet paper). Still, this is their moment.

their business model or industry.

Walmart is doing particularly well, with invest-

gether banned, demand and bookings plunge15.
retailers, though sales of higher margin prod-

For instance, subscription-related digital

ments in its ecommerce infrastructure paying

business models will likely fare better than

off16. Besides the winners and losers, there are

ads-based ones because when a recession hits,

also some double-edged swords, where the pan-

companies typically reduce ad spending to a

demic is favoring one party of a typical two-par-

significant degree, while individual consumers

ty deal and adversely affecting the other. Con-

likely will still splurge on that $9/month Netflix

sider the start-up scene and investing. This is

subscription.

not a terrific time for start-ups — at least, not

Also, diversification away from the core

for some. As a result of the overall econom-

product or service (particularly if that is elim-

ic downturn, start-up valuations dwindle and

inated in times of Corona) is a strategy worth

overvaluations are becoming a thing of a past17.

aspiring, if so possible — and it’s best combined

While some start-ups struggle, this may just be

www.thedigitaltransformersdilemma.com
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the moment for PEs and VCs who have ample

Probably not, given this turning into every-

dry powder — unspent capital on their balance

one’s daily routine. Similarly, Walmart e-grocery

sheets ready to be invested1 in ventures which

delivery accounted for only a fraction of the

they might be able to snap at bargain prices.

turnover, but it’s probably here to stay. Ping An’s

(And not just start-ups, but many industries hit

“Do It At Home” offering launched in February,

hard by the crisis.) The relatively low valuations

allowing customers to access a series of financial

of entrepreneurial and other ventures paired

and non-financial services on the Ping An Pock-

with the availability of cash on the part of PEs

et Bank app, including lending, credit cards, FX,

and VCs will make for an interesting investing

medical counselling, doctors’ appointments, and

landscape, poised to favor the most disruptive,

auto services21. There’s a good chance consumers

digital businesses. The Corona crisis may thus

will continue to value this well beyond Corona.

be a déjà-vu of the 2008 crisis, in the aftermath

If there was ever a time to digitize the core busi-

of which a number of now-unicorns hatched, in-

ness or fast-track the disruptive digital business,

cluding Uber, Dropbox, and Spotify.

then this is it.

18

9

On the digital work side, continuing to allow

Three, the pandemic spurs an increased push
toward digital transformation for all firms. Efforts

people to work remotely after extended peri-

to accelerate both digital business and digital

to that will make sense. It stands to reason that

work will become more commonplace, follow-

we are at the onset of new work realities. With

ing extended periods of time where all parties

leading management consultants now advising

involved have gotten used to new practices and

their clients remotely, will strategy consulting as

offerings.

a whole become more accommodating to remote

ods of time where they have gotten accustomed

On the digital business side, even beyond

work? With the NYSE closing its trading floor22,

Corona customers will appreciate the new dig-

will electronic trading become the new norm?

ital value propositions and channels that are

With schools and universities bringing their cur-

becoming standard. At the same time, organi-

ricula online in a matter of days23, will remote

zations are well advised to continue to main-

learning supersede (or be on par with) in-pres-

tain and extend these digital offerings and sales

ence classes? With much experience in doing all

channels, building on learnings from the Co-

of this in tow, businesses will likely hold on to

rona crisis and knowing that customers have

these practices post-Corona, catapulting them all

morphed into digital aficionados. Think gym

several years forward in their evolution toward

classes: luxury workout chain Barry’s is keep-

digital transformation.

ing people engaged with free online gym classes
(2nd S-curve) until in-person Barry’s workouts
return (1st S-curve)20. But would there be a reason to discontinue online gym classes even when
gyms have reopened?

11
11
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SUCCESS IS NOT SUCCESS-THE
RULES ARE DIFFERENT IN
THE OLD AND NEW WORLDS

How: While it’s indispensable to go through the
Why-What process, great thinking is only the beginning. The real challenge lies in the nuts and
bolts of getting the transformation done — and
this is what this book focuses on. To make sure the

To best illustrate how the differing the success

implementation goes smoothly, we explain how

principles on the 1 and 2 S-curve pan out holis-

to set up the right (infra-) structure (organization,

tically, we cast these insights into a 4-part frame-

technology, processes) and institute the right tal-

work. This framework lays out how the interplay

ent and mindset (leadership, people, culture).

st

nd

of the two S-curves takes effect over the course
of a digital transformation. Its dimensions (Why,

Organization: Adding digital roles to the orga-

What, How, Where) and sub-dimensions make

nization is not enough. Instead, fundamen-

up the structure of this book.

tal changes to the organizational set-up are
necessary. We start by outlining the different

Why: We investigate reasons for embarking on a

places the digital impetus can originate from

digital transformation to begin with and explain

both on the 1st and 2nd S-curves, and move on

why a dual business that allows exploiting tra-

to portraying archetypes of where and how to

ditional business activities (1st S-curve) and ex-

best anchor the new (digital) business in the

ploring ways of reaping the full digital potential

overall organizational set-up, depending on

(2nd S-curve) is necessary. We also look at why so

the respective company’s level of digital ma-

many companies have failed to act timely and

turity and the similarity to the core business.

get it right.

We close by suggesting how to bridge the organizational gap between the two worlds.

What: We describe how to develop an overarch-

12
12

ing strategy that includes a strategy for the core

Technology: Throwing around technology buzz-

business, a strategy for the new, disruptive (dig-

words like AI, machine learning, IoT, big data

ital) business and a plan for how to marry the

is in vogue these days. Start-ups already com-

two and adequately manage the interactions be-

bine the use of these trends with real business

tween the two. We also provide advice on how to

models. We tell incumbents what the relevant

develop a business model rooted in novel ways

technologies for them are and point out im-

of value creation and value capture to bring the

plementation success factors. We also deep

strategy to life, and guide practitioners on how to

dive into IT and explain to best combine the

go from strategy to business model.

old and new IT architectures.
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Source: Business model components adapted from Oliver Gassmann, Karolin Frankenberger, Michaela Csik. The Business Model Navigator. 1st Edition. ©2014. Reprinted by permission
of Pearson Education. S-curves adapted from Gabriel Tarde. The Laws of Imitation. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1903.
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Processes: To run a digital transformation, it

Where: Let’s not forget that also in a digital trans-

takes the right processes. We detail what an

formation does the age-old saying hold: only

ideal stage gate development process looks

what gets measured gets done. Measuring im-

like, following relevant best practices from

pact is therefore quintessential. We illustrate

the start-up scene and a lighthouse proj-

how to go about measurement across and spe-

ect-oriented approach. We also talk about

cific to both S-curves, balancing qualitative and

the governance bodies it takes to support this

quantitative KPIs. We also make sure to mention

processual set-up, how budgetary allocation

how to set objectives, assign accountability and

should take place, and where funding should

ensure transparency vis-à-vis the relevant stake-

come from.

holder group.

Leadership: Leadership styles on the 1st and

A final piece in our framework-rollercoaster logic

2

S-curves vary substantially. We talk about

is the inexorable truth that even if you have mas-

what specific leadership attributes are most

tered the four elements and survived the ride,

conducive to digital transformation efforts on

this is not the end. Eventually your 2nd S-curve

both curves, and how these attributes can be

might just become a 1st S-curve again as the orig-

built. We also detail how the coexistence of

inal 1st S-curve ceases to represent any value to

these differing leadership styles in one com-

customers. And then the whole cycle starts anew.

pany best be managed.

The conditions then may be different; the under-

nd

lying technologies may have changed; your cus-

People: The essence of a digital transformation

tomers may have fundamentally new mindsets.

is the people executing it. We showcase what

But the reality of companies having to transform

the skills are that employees should be bring-

themselves yet again, and to do this in parallel

ing to the digital transformation table and

to continuing to pursue what will have become

provide guidance on how the workforce of the

their core business by then, remains unchanged.

future contributing those skills can be built.

As Ginni Rometty, former CEO of IBM, correctly
pointed out “The only way to survive is to contin-

Culture: Although the term “culture” may seem

uously transform”.24

elusive to some, we define it quite strictly as

You will find The Digital Transformer’s Dilem-

the beliefs and behaviors determining how

ma to be lined with many more anecdotes from

members of a company interact with each

executives willingly riding that rollercoaster and

other. The question we then answer is, how

owning it. Most are ruling certain bits of the ride;

can new beliefs and behaviors that are nec-

a few have mastered them all. Certainly all of

essary for digital transformation be fostered

them know the highs and lows associated with a

in keeping with the organization’s mission,

rollercoaster. Dig in to learn more.

vision and values, which may remain unchanged. We speak about the kind of changes
in beliefs and behaviors necessary and illustrate how to orchestrate this cultural change.
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Crafting a ﬂexible
organization
Crafting
a ﬂexible
conducive
to both
organization
S-curves
conducive to both
S-curves
Establish a central digital unit
that takes control over the digital
Establish
a central digital
unit
agenda, coordinates
projects
across
that
takes
control
over
the
digital
business units and establishes
agenda,
projects across
externalcoordinates
links
business units and establishes
external links
Build effective organizational
links between the two S-curves to
Build
effective
organizational
unleash
synergies,
e.g., through
links
between
theand
twocontrol
S-curves to
central oversight
unleash synergies, e.g., through
central oversight and control
Separate 2nd S-curve initiatives
from your core
business to gain
initiatives
Separate
2nd S-curve
more
ﬂexibility
and freedom,
and
from
your
core
business
tobetween
gain
use a balanced approach
more
ﬂexibility
and freedom,
and
internal
and external
venturing
use a balanced approach between
internal and external venturing
Expose and transition 1st S-curve
leaders increasingly toward
Expose and transition
1st S-curve
transformational
leadership
leaders
increasingly
toward
styles, providing
ample
training and
transformational
leadership
(reverse) mentoring
styles, providing ample training and
(reverse)
mentoring
Orchestrate
ongoing alignment

Using technology
as a driver for
Using
technology
the transformation
as a driver for
the transformation

between 1st and 2nd S-curve
Orchestrate
ongoing
alignment
leaders
to stallow
for
transparency,
nd
and
2
S-curve
between
1
ensuring a non-judgmental
leaders
to allow
for transparency,
leadership
exchange
environment
ensuring a non-judgmental
leadership
exchange environment
Source 2nd S-curve transformational leaders
who empower,
Sourceand
2nd S-curve
inspire
motivatetransformaemployees
tional
who e.g.,
empower,
largelyleaders
internally,
through
inspire
andcampuses
motivate employees
leadership
largely internally, e.g., through
leadership campuses

and 2nd S-curve employees st
Make
the exchange
between
1
seamless
with digital
transformand
S-curve
employees
and
2
tion teams penetrating the core,
seamless
with
digital transformaand through
employee
rotations
tion teams penetrating the core,
and through employee rotations
Recruit or rent new workers with
the requisite skills, experience
Recruit
or rent
new
workers
with
and mindset
in an
effort
to quickly
the
requisite
skills,
experience
ramp up the needed skills base
and mindset in an effort to quickly
ramp up the needed skills base

Building leaders
who drive
Building
leaders
transformational
who
drive
change
transformational
change

Building the “rightskilled” digital
Building
the “righttransformation
skilled”
digital
workforce of the future
transformation
workforce of the future

Build strong links between IT,
business functions and
Build
strongand
links
between
operations
position
IT IT,
as an
business
functions
and
important partner and integral
operations
and position
IT as an
part of the digital
transformation
important partner and integral
part of the digital transformation
Integrate legacy and new IT by
ﬁrst establishing a 2-speed IT
Integrate
legacy and
new IT by
and then gradually
extending
ﬁrst
establishing
a
2-speed
IT
agile principles to the back-end
and then gradually extending
agile principles to the back-end
Examine how combinations
of new technologies and business
Examine
how combinations
model innovation
can unlock new
of
new
technologies
and business
value pools and implement
a focus
model
innovation
can
new
group for scouting andunlock
education
value pools and implement a focus
group for scouting and education
Retrain or reallocate existing
employees around the company in
Retrain
existing
an effortor
toreallocate
invest in their
employees
around
the
long-term future at thatcompany
ﬁrm andinin
an
effort
to
invest
in
their
their external job market viability
long-term future at that ﬁrm and in
their
job market
viability
Makeexternal
the exchange
between
1st

Implementing the
processual set-up
Implementing
the
to support both
processual
set-up
S-curves
to support both
S-curves
Adopt an agile process set-up
to execute digital transformation
Adopt
an agile
process set-up
initiatives
and integrate
to
execute
digital
transformation
employees from the
core to
initiatives
and
integrate
ensure ownership and support
employees from the core to
ensure ownership and support
Establish an integration manager
or gate-keeper who aligns
Establish
integration
manager
2nd S-curve
disparate an
1st and
or
gate-keeper
who
aligns
processes st
disparate 1 and 2nd S-curve
processes
Deﬁne a new rule book for the
governance of initiatives and
Deﬁne
new rule
book forfor
thethe
adapt aaVC-like
approach
governance
of
initiatives
and
evaluation of ideas and progress
adapt a VC-like approach for the
evaluation of ideas and progress
Stay true to deep-rooted, historic
company values unless they are
Stay
true to deep-rooted,
historic
diametrically
opposed to the
new
company
values
unless
they
are
(digital) strategy, and slowly introdiametrically
opposed
to
the
new
duce new beliefs and behaviors
(digital) strategy, and slowly introduce
new beliefs
and
behaviors
Use (senior)
allies
across
the

organization to act as agents of
Use (senior)
alliesspreading
across the
cultural
change,
the
organization
to
act
as agents of
message and encouraging
cultural
change,
spreading
the
grassroots
cultural
movements
message and encouraging
grassroots cultural movements
Rely on new mindsets, structures
and ways of working to create
Rely
on new mindsets,
structures
a customer-centric,
lifelong
and
ways
of
working
to
learning-oriented, failure-create
atolerating,
customer-centric,
lifelong
agile organization
learning-oriented, failuretolerating, agile organization

Altering beliefs
and behaviors
Altering
to yield abeliefs
culture
and
behaviors
of change
to yield a culture
of change
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Access the additional content and useful
materials on our website and email us to stay
in touch.
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